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All the analyses offered for the venerable old Illinois and Indiana
placenames "Kankakee," including those suggested in the 18th century, have
been incorrect. There are basically two reasons for this: 1) As written, the
term "Kankakee" is nonsensical and unanalyzable; 2) the language the name
came from became extinct and did not enjoy a solid linguistic examination
and reconstruction until the the closing years of the 20th century. The French
explorer Cavelier de La Salle was the first European to record the hydronym
that in time would evolve into "Kankakee". It was his name for the combined
Illinois River-Kankakee River waterway. Monolingual La Salle commonly
botched his Native placenames recordings. Fortunately, he did a reasonably
good job recording this placenames.
For Richard Schmal

For three centuries the Native American placenames
"Kankakee" has eluded interpretation. Historically this term
applied to major wetlands located about 25 miles south of
Lake Michigan and to an important river that ran through
them. The stream has been radically altered by man since the
early 20th century and effectively reduced to a shadow,
however beautiful, of its former self; the Kankakee wetlands in
their original glory no longer exist. But just as the Nature
Conservancy of Illinois and Indiana is currently at work
restoring parts of these wetlands, this paper will attempt to
restore meaning to the placenames "Kankakee," for this
spelling has no meaning.

The Kankakee River takes its rise in extreme north-
central Indiana on the west side of the city of South Bend and
flows generally to the southwest before angling northwest into
Illinois to meet the Des Plaines River southwest of Chicago.
The meeting of the Kankakee and the Des Plaines Rivers
marks the beginning of the Illinois River, a great tributary of
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the Mississippi. Before it was artificially straightened, the
Kankakee River meandered for three hundred miles through a
valley only eighty-five miles long.!

The Kankakee River first entered history in September
of 1673 when the French explorers Louis Jolliet and Father
Jacques Marquette, along with their five French-speaking
companions, passed by the mouth of this stream on their
return trip from their famous Mississippi voyage, a journey
that took them up the Illinois and Des Plaines Rivers to Lake
Michigan. The western end of the Kankakee River as well as
the confluence of the Kankakee-Des Plaines Rivers are visible
both on Marquette's holograph map of the Mississippi,2drawn
at Green Bay in the winter of 1673-1674,and on a map drawn
in the late summer or early fall of 1674 at Quebec by Jean-
Baptiste Louis Franquelin at the request of Louis Jolliet.3

The first European to float down the Kankakee, during
the last two weeks of December 1679, was another famous
French explorer, Rene-Robert Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle. And
it was La Salle who came to know the river better than any
European alive in his day, as he went up and down it seven
times between December of 1679 and December of 1682.4 La
Salle was also the first person in history to write a description
of the Kankakee5 as well as the first to record a native name for
it, which he spelled <Teakiki>.6 The fact that he wrote this
name several times in slightly different forms, yet all reflecting
the same pronunciation, gives his placenames credibility.
Moreover, during the time La Salle spent in the Kankakee
area, the native peoples that he was principally dealing with,
the ones who controlled the watershed, spoke the Miami-
Illinois language. Therefore, <Teakiki> should represent a
term from that language.

It is important to note at this point that the river
<Teakiki> also had a curious French name starting in the
1680s: La riviere des Illinois, "the Illinois' River." This moniker
might appear to be a misnomer given the fact that, except for
the brief appearance in the Kankakee area of the Tamaroa in
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the summer of 1673/ the early historic villages of the Illinois
Indians were not located on the Kankakee. Why then did the
French name the Kankakee "the Illinois' River"? The answer to
this question relates directly to the study of our .placenames.

The history of the Illinois Country and the Ohio valley
reveals that where one river ends and another begins could be
a matter of opinion. In other words, one people's tributary
could be another people's main stream, and vice versa. Here
are some examples. First, the once famous portage route
known as the Aboite River in northeastern Indiana, which
connected French Detroit to French establishments on the
Wabash River, is today considered a tributary of the Little
Wabash River. However, historically, the French thought of
the Little Wabash as a tributary of the Aboite.8 Second, what
the early Miami-Illinois-speaking peoples called the Wabash
River was a stream that. flowed. from its source in western
Ohio all the way to the Mississippi. In other words, what was
known as the uWabash" in late prehistory and early historic'
times was the river we know today as the Wabash plus the
westernmost segment of what we call the Ohio River, i.e., that
part of the Ohio downstream from today's Wabash and Ohio
confluence.9 Third, what the historic Iroquois referred to as the
"'Ohio," which is a Seneca Iroquoian term that means "big
river" just as "Mississippi" means "big river" in Algonquian,
was composed of the Allegheny River, the Ohio as we know it
today, and the lower Mississippi all the way south to the Gulf
of Mexico.10 Likewise, the Kankakee and Illinois Rivers in early
and middle historical times, according to a preponderance of
evidence, were considered one and the same river, not two
separate waterways as we think of them today. Therefore, the
Illinois tribes such as the Kaskaskia and the Peoria actually
lived on the "'Kankakee" after all, since this river flowed from
extreme north-central Indiana all the way down to the
Mississippi, passing by such famous Illinois Indian village
sites as the Starved Rock area and Pimih~ouion Lake Peoria in
what is now the state of Illinois.ll The separation of the
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Kankakee and Illinois Rivers into two conceptually distinct
waterways did not occur until around the turn of the 19th

century.
La Salle is very clear on many occasions about the

Kankakee and Illinois Rivers' as being the same waterway. He
states, " ... the Illinois' river, called Teatiki (sic) by the wild
people ..." [la riviere des Islinois, appelle par les Sauvages
Teatiki],12 and, very plainly, " ... the Colbert River (i.e., the
Mississippi), into which flows the river of the Illinois, called
Teakiki ..." [Ie fleuve Colbert ... dans lequel la riviere des
Islinois nommee Teakiki se descharge] .13In fact, in La Salle's
reports we can follow the stream's course from its source near
present-day South Bend all the way to the Mississippi:
1) " ... this river of the Illinois .. .is born in a marsh one and half

leagues from that (the river) of the Miami (theSt.
Joseph River of Lake Michigan) [cette riviere des
Islinois ... naist dans un marais a une lieue et demy de
celIe des Miamis], 14and "the river of the Islinois takes
its rise ... only one and a half leagues away from that
(the river) of the Miami. .. " [la riviere des Islinois prend
sa .source ... n'est esloignee que d'une lieue et demie de
celle des Miamis] .15

2) La Salle tells about an important tributary of the'Teakiki, the
Des Plaines River, which had two names at the time in

. French: " ... Teatiki. .. receives from the right (side) that
(the river) of Chicago [Teatiki. .. re~oit a droite celIe de
Chicagou]16; "The Divine River falls into that of
Teakiki, or of the Illinois" [lariviere Divine tombe dans
celIe de Teakiki ou des Islinois] .17

3) La Salle then described the course of the river below the Des
Plaines confluence: "By following the Teatiki River,
from its confluence with the Chicago ... " [En suivant la
riviere de Teatiki, depuis Ie confluent de Chicagou].18

4) Finally, in speaking of the confluence of the Illinois River
with the Mississippi, the explorer calls the mouth of
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the Illinois /I ••• the mouth of Teatiki. .. " [1'emboucheure
de Teatiki].19

Pierre-Charles Delliette, a relative of La Salle's famous
assistant Henri de Tonty, also expressed this same
understanding of the river's original physical form in his
firsthand accounts concerning the Illinois Country.20 In fact, it
was common knowledge throughout the French regime locally
(ca. 1680-1763), and even later, that the Kankakee and the
Illinois rivers were one and the same-and known as
<Teakiki>. Indeed, in the 1760s, Father Pierre-Philippe Potier,
who was in charge of the Jesuit mission at Detroit for nearly
four decades in the mid- to late eighteenth century, was still
using this same name for the Illinois River-eighty years after
La Salle had recorded it.21Potier was eminently well informed
in all matters geographic and onomastic concerning the Illinois
Country. He is an authoritative source for such data as they
came directly from his own travels as well as from French
traders working out of Detroit who plied the waters of the
Kankakee-Illinois and who, according to the documentary
evidence, knew the river intimately.

Within forty years after La Salle's recording <Teakiki>,
people were already starting to wonder what this placenames
meant, for La Salle had never gotten around to translating it.
This is no surprise, however, for his failure to provide a
translation for this native name exemplifies the sloppy,
cavalier manner with which La Salle handled practically the
entire corpus of native names that he was the first in history to
record. His substandard onomastic work appears to have been
yet another of the countless victims of his consuming
economic and political interests. His obvious failure to consult
the local natives over a three year period for the translations of
these placenamess appears to relate to his constant, pressing
pursuit of the power, profit and glory of empire building.

In 1721, during a trip to the Illinois Country, the French
Jesuit priest Pierre Fran~ois-Xavier de Charlevoix became the
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first person on record to offer a translation for La Salle's
<Teakiki>. According to him, the placenames meant "wolf
country".22 But since Charlevoix stated explicitly that he did
not know what language the name came from, how could he
have possibly known what the word meant? It is clear that he
did not know what he was talking about.23 However,
Charlevoix did perform an important service to onomastics by
providing another name for the Kankakee in the form
<Kiakiki>, a name that local French were using at the time.
<Kiakiki> is in fact the link that allows us to connect
<Teakiki> and "Kankakee," for these terms, however different
they appear on the surface, are one and the same.

What we consider the modern spelling "Kankakee" has
actually been around for quite a long time, since at least 1816,
when it appears on a map made by St. Louis resident Rene
Pau1.24 It is likely that Paul himself was the creator of the
"Kankakee" spelling since he was an important mapmaker
and a surveyor; i.e., he was someone in a position not only to
tinker with placenamess and their spellings but also to see his
spellings disseminated far and wide. Furthermore, Paul was
bilingual in French and English, and his <Kankakee> is
nothing more than a transliteration into the .English spelling
convention of an older, underlying French placenames,
<Kinkiki>, attested, for example, in the papers of the Wabash
valley trader Hyacinthe Lasselle in the late 1700s and early
1800S.25 A variant French spelling of <Kinkiki> with an
identical pronunciation in the form <Quinquiqui> was also in
use by the late 1700s. We see it for example in the writings of
the well-known Detroit trader Guillaume Lamothe.26

Importantly, although Lasselle's, Paul's, and La Mothe's
<Kinkiki> was commonly used in the latter half of the 1700s,
this form had essentially been around since the early 1700s, for
<Kinkiki> is simply a modest twisting of Charlevoix's
<Kiakiki> from 1721.

There are two ways to explain how Charlevoix's
<Kiakiki> morphed into <Kinkiki>. First, <Kinkiki> could
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simply be a slightly twisted French pronunciation of the
earlier French <Kiakiki>.27 Alternatively, or' in tandem with
the pronunciation shift, <Kiakiki> could have been miswritten
as <Kinkiki> and this new form then made its way into
popular speech. Research. into the history of placenamess in
New France reveals that the spelling of native names in French
reports, letters, maps, etc., certainly could influence the way
those terms were pronounced by French men and women who
ventured into the wilderness. For example, the muddling of
the illustrious Ojibwe-Ottawa hydronym mi_igami 'great
water' by the French that resulted in the modern form
"Michigan" can be traced all the way back to the name's
"birthday" in 1669, the year it was recorded for the first time,
independently, by both the Sulpician priest Rene de Brehant
de Gallinee and the Jesuit missionary Claude-Jean Allouez.28

Both of these men, or the people who copied their reports,
wrote an -n instead of an -m for the last consonant of this
placenames. From that point on, "Michigan" spelled and
pronounced with a final -n was the preferred form of this
name among 99% of the French, from Green Bay to Quebec
and to Paris.

Regardless of the precise route that <Kiakiki> traveled
to become <Kinkiki>, it is clear that these two names are the
same word. Hyacinthe Lasselle used both spellings in
referring to the Kankakee River, and, tellingly, he once used
both of them in different sentences of the same document.29

The question now is, where did Charlevoix's <Kiakiki> come
from?

In reality, <Kiakiki> is a La Sallian legacy in disguise,
for this spelling represents the same Miami-Illinois word as La
Salle's original <Teakiki>. Here we see in <Kiakiki> the result
of an illiterative garbling involving regressive assimilation of
the initial t sound by the second k of the original term, in other
words, a process that made all three consonants of the term k.30

In fact, Charlevoix himself certifies this: 1/ ••• Theakiki, which by
corruption our Canadians name Kiakiki.,,31
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The following shows the evolution of La Salle's
<Teakiki>:

<Teakiki> -7 (Tiakiki) -7 <Kiakiki> -7 <Kinkiki> -7

<Kankakee>. This sequence shows the evolution of the
placenames as it has been used by the general French- and
English-speaking public since La Salle recorded it.

La Salle's term also had a secondary evolution:

<Teakiki> -7 <Teatiki>. The use of <Teatiki> has survived in
French historiography.32

La Salle's original <Teakiki> and his variant spellings
<Teakiki> and <Theakiki> appear to represent the Miami-
Illinois dependent (conjunct) LL verb teeyaahkiki 'it is open
country,' 'it is exposed land,' 'it is land in the open.' The
components are the initial teeyaa- 'uncovered, exposed, open,'
the final -ahki- 'land, country,' the dependent peripheral suffix
-k- and the conjunct ending _i.33 Although this analysis is
supported by the historical physical reality of the Kankakee,
the name does not necessarily describe the Kankakee today.
Not only does the modern form of the name refer to a much
smaller riverine reality than did La Salle's term, but also, like
the linguistic reality of "Kankakee," the physical reality of the
Kankakee has been distorted to such a degree that the historic
Indians and French of the Illinois Country as well as the
American settlers of the 1800s would be hard pressed to
recognize the Kankakee today.

Faulkner, however, did a remarkable job in
reconstructing a clear image of the historical reality of the river
and its environs. He explained that before the 1900s this
watershed was an extraordinarily richbioregion, as it lay
where the great Carolinian hardwood forests of eastern North
America, situated generally to the east and south of the
Kankakee, met the great prairies of the mid-continent, located
generally to the west. Right at this grand intersection of
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primeval forest and ancient prairie sat a flat 1000-square-mile
expanse of wetlands, marshes, and a perennially wet prairie
stretching to the horizon. Woven into this fabric, which was
essentially treeless except along the river's edge, were the
Kankakee River, three significant lakes, and various micro-
environments, including dry prairies.34 The old Kankakee was
no doubt a site to behold, as we can gather from these excerpts
from La Salle's and Tonty's descriptions of it: La Salle says,
" ... one finds nothing but beautiful country as far as the eye
can see, broken up from time to time by a few groves" [on ne
trouve plus que de belles campagnes a perte de vue i1Jterrompues
d' espace en espace de quelques bouquets de bois]. Tonty adds, " ... as
charming a country as you may find: it is simply plains
adorned with groves ... " [pays aussi charmant qu'on en puisse
voir: ce ne sont que plaines ornees de bouquets de bois].35 La Salle's
comment "beautiful country as far as the eye can see," and
Tonti's "plains" lend support to the teeyaahkiki analysis.

Algonquian onomastic morphology and syntax also
support this etymology. Hartley's research into placenamess
in the Ojibwe language, a close relative of Miami-Illinois,
demonstrates that verb-based place-names are very commonly
of the type that we find in teeyaahkiki, i.e., an initial + a final +
an 1.1. (inanimate intransitive) verb ending. In Miami-Illinois
as in Ojibwe this kind of construction represents very
descriptive place-names, ones usually referring to aspects of
topography.36 In view of all the earlier attempts' at deciphering
the etymology of "Kankakee'" and in light of other seemingly
possible interpretations, the teeyaahkiki analysis is the best
possibility for La Salle's <Teakiki>, the origin of "Kankakee".37
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1. Charles H. Faulkner, The Late Prehistoric Occupation of
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Illinois language often confused native e and i. La Salle
correctly heard e; Charlevoix, who had immeasurably less
experience with the Miami-Illinois language than even the
monolingual La Salle, incorrectly heard i.Note that it was La
Salle himself who created the meaningless variant <Teatiki>,
which became <Tiatiki>.
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31. Charlevoix, "Journal d'un Voyage," 115. Precisely,
<Kiakiki> derives from a French pronunciation of La Salle's
original <Teakiki> in the form <Tiakiki>.

32. For the use of <Teatiki> in modern historical scholarship
see for example Gerard Malchelosse, "La Salle et Ie Fort Saint-
Joseph des Miamis," Les Cahiers des Dix 22, (1957): 91-2.La
Salle's original <Teakiki> might have yielded its meaning at a
much earlier date had La Salle not muddied the waters, so to
speak, with the misspelling of the name in the form <Teatiki>
(Margry, Decouvertes, 2:248) La Salle's promoter in France, the
abbot Claude Bernou, picked up this misspelling and used it
right away on his map from the following year (Claude
Bernou and M. PeroneI, [1682], 'Carte de I'Amerique
Septentrionale et Partie de la Meridionale Depuis
I'embouchure de la Riviere st Laurens jusques a l'Isle de
Cayenne avec les nouvelles decouvertes de la Riviere Missisipi
ou Colbert', in Tucker, Indian Villages, pI. VIII.) Bernou was an
influential force in the development of early French
geographic conceptions pertaining to North America,
including the spellings of native placenamess, even though he
did not know anything about the native languages. He exerted
this influence because of his connection to La Salle and to
various important people in France. Therefore, the Bernou
map left its mark on Western onomastics with its errant
<Teatiki>. Even though La Salle's many good, consistently
formed renderings of <Teakiki> appeared in various
publications, including Bellin's map of 1745 and De
Vaugondy's influential atlas from 1750, his meaningless
<Teatiki>, with Bernou's help, took root in the French lexicon
and went on to have a very active life of its own-and not just
in Europe but especially in the Illinois Country, right
alongside <Teakiki> and la riviere des Illinois. See Pierre
Fran<;ois-Xavier de Charlevoix and Nicolas Bellin, 1745, 'Partie
Occidentale de la Nouvelle France', Louis C. Karpinski, compo
Historical Atlas of the Great Lakes and Michigan, (Lansing:
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Michigan Historical Commission, 1931), 44. Bellin was a
French naval engineer; Robert de Vaugondy, 1750, 'Amerique
Septentrionale, dressee par les Relations les plus modernes des
Voyageurs & Navigateurs et divisee suivant les differentes
possessions des Europeens ... ' (Paris). Manuscript map at the
American Geographical Society, Milwaukee (AGS Rare A.T.
050 A-1757). A published version of this chart is in Karpinski,
Historical Atlas, 97. See also <Teakiki> on the anonymous
French government map titled 'Forts Fran<;ais et anglais sur
l'Ohio en 1755' in Marcel Trudel, Collection de Cartes Anciennes
et modernes pour servir a l'etude de 1'histoire de l'Amerique et du
Canada (Quebec: Tremblay and Dion, 194B), pI. 67; and an
official French map bearing the same spelling for the river's
name: n.a., 1757, 'Carte de la Floride, de la Louisiane et Pays
Voisins Par M.B., Ing. de la Marine', at the American
Geographic Society, Milwaukee (AGS BOO-A-1757).

33. See "telahanBi. ..en plain air, qui n' a aucun abri, cabane au
milieu d'une prairie" [outdoors, in the open, that which has no
shelter, a house in the middle of the prairie]; "telatapate8i,
telaBateBi expose a la velie de tous" [exposed to the everyone's
view]; "telateheta qui decouvre son coeur" [one who reveals
his heart]; "telaSe a decouvert(,) en public" [out in the open, in
public], in Masthay, ed., Kaskaskia Illinois-to-French Dictionary,
319. I would like to thank David Pentland for our discussion
concerning the vowel length of the first syllable of teeyaa-. The
combination of -ahki- 'land, country' plus
-k-, the dependent peripheral suffix and i, the conjunct ending
tha t we see in <Teakiki>, is discussed in the Illinois-French
dictionary from the early 1700s: "-akiBi est une terminaison
qui marque la situation, ou la difference des terres, -akiki pour
Ie subjonctif" [-akiwi is an ending that marks the situation of
or the difference between lands, -akiki for the subjunctive].
[Illinois-French dictionary], [early 1Bth century] (Manuscript at
the Watkinson Library, Trinity College, Hartford). For reasons
of general accessibility, I will cite the recently published
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edition of this dictionary: Carl J. Masthay, ed., Kaskaskia
Illinois-to-French Dictionary (St Louis: the editor, 2002), 55.
What is curious about the final product "Kankakee" is that the
-akee was taken by previous scholars to be -ahki 'land, country'
in Miami-Illinois. But, in truth, the -akee of "Kankakee"
actually represents the -iki of teeyaahkiki. It is in fact the -nka- of
"Kankakee" that is a warped rendition of Miami-Illinois -ahki.

34. Faulkner, The Late Prehistoric Occupation of Northwest
Indiana, 26.

35. Margry, Decouvertes, 2:247, 1:582.

36. Alan H. Hartley, "Preliminary Observations in Ojibwa
Place-Names," in William Cowan, ed., Papers of the Twelfth
Algonquian Conference (1981),31.
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